ART NOUVEAU – HIGHER VALUE PIECES

In this ‘Collecting’ article this website does not set out to write the history or the detail of the subject. What is attempted is to tempt you the reader into taking an interest in the subject – no more – by showing you examples - giving just a little simple information. If your interest develops then the UK Pewter Society and the Pewter Collectors’ Club of America (PCCA) offer in-depth articles on many subjects in this year’s and previous years’ publications. Therein also resides a wealth of collecting experience. This website is simply for encouragement that the reader might take interest and progress themselves further with it. Though as to Art Nouveau for both of them - it is a little recent and your own web research might be easiest. Prices quoted mean only that they are known sales – today’s values may have changed.

ART NOUVEAU AND OTHER EARLY 20TH CENTURY, MOSTLY PEWTER, PIECES – Where likely prices are shown here they are but indications varying from good to immaculate condition. The unusual purpose for this website of showing such probable prices is that this website has concentrated on early British Pewter – and as such this writer was surprised at the interest and values in collecting the pewter of the early 1900s.

Liberty & co Tudric clock made around 1902 design number 099 - designer C F A Voysey Market price today dependant on good
to immaculate condition range say £8000 to £10,000…… Size 11.5”

David Veasey Designed Clock about 1903

13 inches tall, 7 inches across the base and 3 inches deep, All original Lenzkirch 8 day platform movement with its original key, designed by David Veasey circa 1903 – Also made in an 8” tall size. This size around £8000 for an example as immaculate as this.
LIBERTY & CO – Tudric Rose Bowl made around 1904
Design Number 0229 – Designer Archibald Knox
Market Price today dependant on good to immaculate condition £750-£1000
Size 12” across the handles
Liberty & Co. Tudric Tankard – designer Archibald Knox
Design Number 0334 – height 5.5”
Market price today dependant on good to immaculate condition £500-£750

BELOW IS A –

Liberty & Co. Biscuit Barrel designed by Archibald Knox
Design Number 01168 – size 6.5” diameter
Market price today dependant on good to immaculate condition £650-£800
Liberty & Co Tudric Biscuit Box designed by Archibald Knox  
Design Number 0237 – size 4.5” square by 5” tall  
Market Price today dependant on good to immaculate condition £850-£1000
A Matched Pair of Liberty & Co Vases design no 30 – designer Archibald Knox – 7.25” tall at a price of £400-£600 depending on market/condition

The clock below is shown elsewhere in this article – this photograph is mainly to show the vases. (David Veasey Designed Clock about 1903

13 inches tall, 7 inches across the base and 3 inches deep. All original Lenzkirch 8 day platform movement with its original key, designed by David Veasey circa 1903 –

Also made in an 8” tall size. This size around £8000 for an example as immaculate as this.)
Above are a Matched Pair of Liberty & Co. Tudric Vases, Design number 01104 – designer Archibald Knox height 5.5” and value depending on market/condition about £800-£1000.

Liberty & Co. Tudric Clock, design number 0385 – designer Archibald Knox – height 8” – value dependant on market/condition £3000-£3750

(By condition - meaning should be assumed – very good to immaculate…)
PEWTER BISCUIT BARREL WITH TYPICAL ARCHIBALD KNOX DECORATION.

MADE FOR THE TUDRIC LINE BY LIBERTY OF LONDON. THE VERY EARLY PATTERN #193 IS FROM THE SECOND YEAR OF TUDRIC PRODUCTION DATING THE BARREL TO 1903. MEASURING APPROXIMATELY 11.5 CMS HIGH AND 10.2 DIAMETER. STEPHEN MARTIN'S BOOK ON ARCHIBALD KNOX HAS AN EXAMPLE ON PAGE 245.
Biscuit Barrel
Designed by Archibald Knox for Liberty around 1905 and about 10.5cms tall (less than £1000)

Tobacco Jar - Designed by Archibald Knox for Liberty about 1904 11.5cms tall and diameter

Biscuit Barrel
Designed by Archibald Knox for Liberty around 1905 and about 10.5cms tall

Jam Pot
Pewter Jam Pot designed by Archibald Knox for Liberty about 1905 – 13.5 cms tall